It is known that the shape of metal catalysts adapts to the chemical potential of the surrounding atmosphere and that the active surface evolves dynamically under reaction conditions [1] [2] [3] . Different photon-based characterization techniques were improved and implemented to probe the active state of catalysts in situ. However, such techniques lack the spatial resolution as they provide information averaged over a macroscopic scale, which is much larger than the catalytic active nanostructures.
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In situ Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) have proven to be powerful techniques for the study of atmosphere and temperature induced morphological or compositional changes of catalysts at micrometer-to atomic resolution scale [4, 5] . Furthermore, in situ SEM and TEM can be used as complementary methods from the point view of applicable pressure range and the obtainable resolution. Hence, pressure gap impact on the catalyst's activity can be assessed using these techniques. On the other hand, collective (SEM) and individual (TEM) phenomena on the surface of active catalysts in the micro-to nanometer scale can be compared and correlated to the reactivity.
In this contribution we present in situ TEM and SEM results of the catalytic oxidation of hydrogen on Copper. Aside from the fundamental importance of this catalytic system, the investigation of copper redox chemistry is of great importance for decisive future energy related catalytic processes as methanol synthesis or water gas shift reaction.
In situ SEM experiments were conducted in the chamber of a modified commercial environmental scanning electron microscope. The instrument is equipped with a home-built heating stage and attached to a gas feeding system and a mass spectrometer for product analysis. In situ TEM experiments were carried out using a Protochips, Inc. gas flow holder equipped with an environmental cell (a nanoreactor). The holder is combined with a home built gas feeding and a mass spectrometer for gas analysis. The environmental TEM cell allows monitoring gas-solid interactions under relevant catalytic conditions. Metal catalysts were prepared in situ by decomposing the catalyst precursor in an oxidative atmosphere and subsequent reduction in hydrogen (figure 1). As the resulting metal catalysts were exposed to a reductive gas mixture (H 2 in He) that contains a little amount of molecular oxygen, the catalytic reaction starts to proceed, as proved by the gas analysis of products which shows a concomitant increase of water and decrease of oxygen MS-signals (figure 2). The catalyst at work is very dynamic and shows continuous and erratic morphological changes, provided that the Wulff construction of crystals was preserved most often over time. The interpretation of this dynamic behavior of catalysts under working conditions needs much further elaborated studies that can control or slow down the kinetics of the reactions, and hence make it possible to exploit other TEM analysis techniques as in situ EELS and diffraction. Nevertheless, these results may evoke strong debates about the assumptions that were published in the catalysis literature on the basis of TEM observations made in vacuum. 
